
   

Contact
+33 611 70 67 30 (Mobile)
chris@chris-hartwig.com

www.linkedin.com/in/christophe-
hartwig-ba228a5 (LinkedIn)
sslping.com (Company)
github.com/chrisDeFouRire (Other)

Top Skills
Software Development
Distributed Systems
Scalability

Languages
English (Full Professional)
French (Native or Bilingual)

Christophe Hartwig
Founder at SSLboard
Los Cristianos

Summary
I'm a passionate software engineer with a track record in
both Startup and Corporate environments, with technical and
management abilities. I'm looking for new challenges as an architect
or in a backend-devops position.
You can't fight entrepreneurship though, so I've also started side
projects, some of which became commercial products, some open
source or free products, some dead, some still serving users daily.

Experience

SSLboard
Founder
March 2020 - Present (1 year 3 months)

Are you lost with all your SSL Certificates? and Certification Authorities?
Having a hard time to keep track of every server where certificates are
deployed to?

SSLBoard will provide a unique SSL Certificate Management solution... Stay
tuned, and contact me if you have questions or if you would like to take part in
our Beta!

Stack: Golang, Node.js, Vue.js, Kubernetes, Mongodb, RabbitMQ

Xtra Life
Senior Software Engineer + Devops
February 2014 - Present (7 years 4 months)
Remote

Built a gaming Backend as a Service now called Xtralife. 
Stack: Node.js + mongodb + redis + elasticsearch + consul.io + rabbitMQ +
AngularJS 
Open sourced Xtralife's Gaming Backend as a Service
Adapted Xtralife to deploy at scale with Docker
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Deployed scalable Xtralife backends for customers on AWS ECS and
Kubernetes
Created a realtime game engine (node.js / websockets / nats.io)
Created geeo.io, a realtime reactive geo database (golang)

SSLPing
Side project
December 2015 - January 2021 (5 years 2 months)
Los Cristianos

I created sslping.com, a free web application to audit the SSL/TLS
configuration of websites continuously for security purpose
650+ users with 14000+ websites monitored every day
Stack: node.js, Golang, mongodb, docker swarm, custom partial TLS re-
implementation, React Redux Material UI

LesProsDuMariage
Owner
July 2012 - December 2015 (3 years 6 months)
Marseille Area, France

Created a Wedding professional search engine, now defunct. Went from 0 to
1000EUR/month revenue.

backend : MongoDB / Scala / Java / TomEE
frontend : Node.js / Coffeescript / Twitter Bootstrap
ops : hosted on a 3 dedicated servers

Impression d'Art
Owner
January 2006 - January 2014 (8 years 1 month)
Marseille, Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur, France

I was a wedding photographer for 8 years (WPJA and ISPWP international
multiple award winner)

Kelua
Project Manager, Java architect
December 2001 - March 2003 (1 year 4 months)
Lyon Area, France

Lead a team of 4 developers to revamp a Java application to an Eclipse plugin
to structure and configure Java applications with a Dependency Injection open
source framework
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Odyssey Asset Management Systems
Software architect - project manager
2000 - 2001 (1 year)

Team leader (10 developers) and Java architect for a Web portfolio
management software. J2EE platform

MSCI Barra
4 years

Senior consultant
1999 - 2000 (1 year)

Software architecture and implementation or a realtime Financial Indices
calculator in Java, for MSCI Indices. Real time Indices were then contributed
to Reuters for futures trading on the London Stock Exchange. Team lead,
architect

Consultant
October 1996 - 1999 (3 years)

Various consulting mission:
- Smalltalk development
- Java development and evangelism
- Sybase / Unix admin

Education
Polytech Montpellier
Engineer's degree, Computer Science · (1992 - 1995)

Université Claude Bernard (Lyon I)
DEUG A, Physical Chemistry · (1990 - 1992)
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